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CXC DM Doumentation Summary

The CXC Data Model software pakage inludes doumentation for the design, the programming

interfae, and for users. This doument summarizes the rest of the doumentation tree.

Vol 1: Introdution: Data analysis with the Chandra Data Model library

This doument; introdues the DM and desribes the doumentation tree.

Vol 2: Data Model Abstrat Design

Desribes the objet-oriented data model onept, introduing the DM-spei� terminology of

bloks, desriptors, et. and desribing their properties.

Vol 3: Data Model Library Arhiteture

Desribes the redesigned DM arhiteture, inluding layer diagrams of the software library's om-

ponents.

Vol 4: Virtual File Referene

Desribes the virtual �le onept, design and syntax.

Vol 5: FITS Kernel Design

Desribes the mapping of FITS format �les to the DM.

Vol 6: IRAF Kernel Design

Desribes the mapping of IMH and QPOE format �les to the DM.

Vol 7: ASCII Kernel Design

Desribes the design of the ASCII kernel.

Vol 8: C Programmers' Guide

User manual for appliations programmers.

Vol 9: C Programmers' Referene

Referene manual for appliations programmers.
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Vol 10: User Introdution

Takes the user through simple use of the DM.

Vol 11: Toolkit User Guide

Referene guide to the DM toolkit.

Vol 12: User Referene

Referene guide to virtual �le syntax.

Vol 13: Fortran Programmers' Referene

Referene manual for users of the Fortran wrappers.

Vol 14: Fortran Wrapper Design

Desribes the design of the Fortran wrappers for the DM.
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Data Analysis and the Chandra Data Model Library

1 Introdution

The Chandra Data Model (CDM) library was developed to support data analysis for the Chandra X-

ray Observatory, one of NASA's orbiting Great Observatories. The library and its assoiated tools

are designed to be multi-mission and an be used to manipulate a wide variety of astronomial

data. Muh of the library's power omes from its use of `virtual �les', whih provide a exible

ommand-line user interfae.

The CDM library

1;2;3

is a high level, objet-oriented abstrat interfae to astronomial data

whih underlies the Chandra X-ray Center's CIAO data analysis system. The CDM library has

been in use internally at the CXC sine 1997, and the CDM tools were released to the publi in

1999 as part of CIAO. The CDM is now a widely used and robust pakage.

The most important goals of an abstrat data interfae are to ombine the power that omes from

generality with an interation that is lose to the astronomer's naive expetation. A simple step

along this path is to shield the user from implementation details without making them inaessible.

There are several levels of implementation detail, inluding the basi �le format used (often FITS

4;5;6

in astronomy) and the �le design. For instane, in di�erent astronomial appliations a spetrum

may be represented by a simple image array, or as a table. The CDMmakes it possible to suessfully

hide these di�erent implementations from the user. The struture of the CDM helps the appliations

programmer develop tools whih are designed to be generi rather than hard oded to the partiular

mission or appliation. Finally, the CDM provides an integrated `virtual �le' �ltering apability

whih allows any CDM-enabled tool to operate on user de�ned subsets of their data �les.

2 Data Analysis in X-ray Astronomy

In ontrast to most sub-disiplines of astronomy, the primary datasets in high energy astronomy

are not images but tables listing eah individual photon and its properties. These `event lists',

together with appropriate software, permits astronomers to manipulate their data in sophistiated

ways. Of ourse, for later stages of proessing the traditional image �le is also ruial, and many

of the tehniques used in the rest of astronomy are applied, albeit sometimes with modi�ations

to handle the problem of small number statistis whih is omnipresent in our photon-limited X-ray

data.

The high energy astronomy ommunity has been fortunate in leveraging the power of astronomy's

FITS format as a ommon data format. In 1990 ollaboration

7

between NASA-Goddard and SAO

on the ROSAT data formats led to ommon high energy header onventions and �le designs that

permitted e�etive multi-mission analysis, that is, use of the same software to analyse data from

di�erent missions either separately or simultaneously. The IRAF/PROS

8

and FTOOLS

9

systems

were primarly developed for the ROSAT and ASCA satellites respetively but have both been used
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for other missions, inluding Chandra.

The Chandra X-ray Observatory, launhed in July 1999, ombines high spatial and spetral

resolution, and features instruments with ompliated geometries, large numbers of pixels and many

di�erent operating modes. To address the data analysis hallenge this presented, the Chandra X-

ray Center developed the CXC automated pipeline proessing system and the CIAO (Chandra

Interative Analysis of Observations) user analysis pakage. The pipeline system and CIAO share

a ommon infrastruture and many individual software omponents, and both are layered on the

CDM.

3 The motivation for the CDM

Most data analysis systems have an interfae whih losely maps to their data �les. These data �les,

in turn, tend to be highly mission-spei� and are tuned for both eÆieny and historial ompat-

ibility. Loal onventions are usually impliit in ode, so the data �les are not fully self-desribing.

This has the result that the same sienti� analysis problem has very di�erent implementation for

di�erent missions.

The user rarely ares about these issues - they want an interfae whih maps to the siene, and

they want similar problems to look similar. Users also would like �ne ontrol over presentation and

units, and traeability to alibration and referenes.

Our partial solution to these problems is the data model approah

10

, in whih a general, objet

oriented desription of the data is used in the interfae, tied as losely as possible to the siene

onepts. The �le design implementation is aessed by `kernels', whih map from the �le to the

abstrat model. However, we must balane the generi approah with the ability to aess the

original raw information.

Although our software works with both FITS and IMH/QPOE (a speial pair of formats native

to the IRAF analysis pakage) and will soon be upgraded to also work with simple text �les, most of

the usage to date has been with the FITS kernel. We have enrihed existing FITS onventions with

bak-ompatible extra layers allowing us to improve the ompleteness of the data's self-desription.

Early publiation of the `virtual �le syntax' user interfae

1;11

led to its adoption (with small

di�erenes) by the FTOOLS analysis system

12

developed by NASA-Goddard, whih is also used

for analysing Chandra data. We note that the abstrat CDM approah in CIAO preserves oordi-

nate and image bloking information, automatially updates exposure times and preserves �ltering

histories, and makes a number of di�erent keyword onventions mutually transparent, reduing the

need for the user to learn details of FITS. On the other hand, FTOOLS allows more diret aess

to the atual FITS �le, whih an be an advantage for some appliations.
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4 The CDM toolkit

The CDM tools make it easy to make �ltered subsets of data tables. For instane, users may wish

to selet spei� ranges of time, energy and sky region and make a photon event list whih only

ontains data from those ranges.

The assoiated Region Library allows users to speify ompliated two-dimensional regions,

whih is important for analysing the high spatial resolution Chandra data. For instane, one may

wish to de�ne an annular bakground region around a soure while exluding a irle around an

overlapping ontaminating soure. In the CDM suh regions are de�ned in a simple language; the

user an speify regions diretly in the language, or generate them with an interative graphial

appliation and save them to a text �le. I believe the availability of a well-de�ned (publi, text-

based) ommand-line interfae is ruial and must drive the development of GUIs rather than vie

versa, sine sriptability and reproduibility are vital for systemati proessing of large numbers of

datasets - and for an individual user, large may be `more than two'.

Another apability of the CDM tools is to make images from tabular data in various oordinate

systems by forming 2-dimensional histograms.

We an also make 1-dimensional histograms from event data, generating spetra (by binning on

energy), lighturves (binning on time) and radial intensity pro�le (binning on spatial region).

The toolkit allows users to inspet the data in terms of its data model (high level) interpreta-

tion. For instane, instead of printing the names and values of header keywords used to desribe

oordinate systems within the WCS onvention, the oordinate transformation itself is displayed as

a symboli equation.

To give a avor of the CDM software, I give some examples below.

Example 1: Detetor Image

Unlike integrating telesopes (e.g. HST WF/PC), X-ray telesopes often move with respet to the

sky, and the elestial positions of the deteted photons are reonstruted by mathing the photon

time-tags with the loation of the telesope axis at that time as derived from star traker data. The

event list datasets give the position of eah photon in both detetor and elestial oordinates.

To make an image in detetor oordinates from an event list data.evt, we use the dmopy tool

dmopy "data.evt[bin detx=8,dety=8℄" det8.img

This makes a 2-D histogram of the full �eld, with bins (image pixels) whih are 32 times oarser than

the native pixel size of the detetor. Our detetors are too big to make a full �eld, full resolution

image pratial. Suppose we see a soure near the enter of the �eld at (4096,4096) in detetor

pixel oordinates. We an make a higher resolution image

dmopy "data.evt[bin detx=3500:4500:2,dety=3500:4500:2℄" det2.img
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Here we speify a starting and ending pixel for both detx and dety, as well as a binning fator

of 2. But from other analysis we may know that the bakground is high outside a ertain energy

range, and partiularly high during a solar are at a partiular mission time between 63940080 and

63940180 seonds.

dmopy "data.evt[energy=500:2000,time=:63940080,63940180:℄[bin detx=3500:4500:2,dety=3500:4500:2℄"

det2f.img

This ommand makes an image whih has been �ltered in time and energy, illustrated in the �gure.
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Figure 1: Detetor image, �ltered on energy and time.

Example 2: Sky Image

Now let's look at the same data but in sky oordinates:

dmopy "merge3e.fits[energy=500:2000,time=:63940080,63940180:,

detx=3500:4500,dety=3500:4500℄

[bin x=3200:4800:2,y=3200:4800:2℄" sky.img

Here we have �ltered on the same detetor oordinate range, but made an image in (x,y), the sky

oordinates.
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Figure 2: Sky oordinate image of the same data

Example 3: Merging tables

The whole �eld was reated by merging three separate observations.

dmmerge "786.fits,787.fits[exlude sky=irle(4096,4096,100)℄,1730.fits"

outfile=merge3e.fits

The three observations of the nearby galaxy M33 were �rst reprojeted to a ommon aimpoint

using a speialized tool, and the resulting photon event lists were then merged using the generi

tool dmmerge. Data from the �le 787.�ts was edited to remove a entral region where the data are

ompromised. Sine all of the CIAO tools open their data �les via the virtual �le interfae, there is

no need to make a separate edited version of 787.�ts on disk using dmopy - the dmmerge tool an

do the editing on the y, sine the �ltering apabilities are inherent in the data I/O library and do

not need to be added to eah tool separately.
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Figure 3: Three merged Chandra observations showing point soures in the nearby galaxy M33

Example 4: The interpolated join

A ommon operation in data analysis is the need to ombine data whih are sampled on di�erent

intervals. For instane, spaeraft housekeeping data might be sampled on a regular 2.5 seond

interval, while primary siene data might have arbitrarily spaed time tags. A similar operation

is ommon in analysis with derived produts: onsider a star atalog whose olumns inlude a

photometri olor BVCOL and a sorted lookup table whih maps BVCOL to TEFF, the stellar

e�etive temperature. We'd like to be able to add a new olumn to the atalog giving the e�etive

temperature for eah star; this is a bit like a database join operation, exept that the exat value

of the star's BVCOL may not be in the lookup table - we have to interpolate. I all this proedure

an `interpolated join', and limited support for it is provided in the forthoming CIAO 2.2 release

with the dmjoin tool:

dmjoin atalog.fits joinfile="lookup.fits[ols bvol,teff℄"

join=bvol outfile=result.fits
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5 The CDM objet model

The design of the CDM is based on a small number of fundamental objets:

� the Desriptor objet, whih orresponds to a named data array, table olumn, header key-

word, �ltering range, or oordinate transformation.

� the Blok objet, whih desribes a single table or image with its assoiated metadata.

� the Dataset objet, whih desribes a related olletion of tables or images. In FITS, the

Dataset orresponds to a single FITS �le.

� the Stak objet, whih desribes a more general olletion of tables or images, possibly a set

of �les.

The same physial quantity - an (RA,De) pair say - might be a pair of header keywords, or

table olumns, or might be impliit in a oordinate transformation on a pair of pixel values. The

CDMDesriptor makes expliit the parallels between these ases, and provides onventions to handle

ases where the parallel is not omplete (for instane, spei�ying the units is not supported for FITS

header keywords, but a loal onvention has been developed whih is supported by our software

and FTOOLS). Our design even allows these boundaries to be blurred - in our forthoming release,

a table olumn aess routine will sueed if the named objet is really just a header keyword, and

will pretend the objet is a olumn with the same value in eah row of the table. This makes the

ode more robust to small hanges in �le design.

The CDM Blok orresponds to a FITS HDU, but we have used di�erent terminology to allow

for di�erent ways of storing tables and images in other �le formats. In our IRAF/QPOE kernel, the

Dataset atually maps to a diretory in whih individual IMH and QPOE �les are stored, and the

Blok maps to the individual �les. The Dataset opy operation then impliitly de�nes a mapping

between an arbitrary FITS �le and a set of IMH/QPOE �les. The Blok onsists of Header, Data

and Data Subspae subomponents, eah with idential substruture. The Data Subspae, a onept

introdued in the CDM, ontains a dynami reord of the �ltering applied to the data.

The Stak objet, whih is urrently implemented at the toolkit level rather than in the CDM

library layer, allows a set of similar �les to be handled by a single ommand. The dmopy and

dmlist tools will operate on staks of �les, but there is no real eÆieny gain in doing this instead of

running the tools multiple times. However, staks are very useful in more speialized tools: the main

alibration tool for Chandra's ACIS amera, ais proess events, needs to be fed both a photon event

�le and an `aspet solution'. The aspet solution is not slied in time on observation boundaries,

so the user may need to use parts of several aspet �les. This detail is handled by making a text

�le ontaining the list of required aspet �lenames, and passing it to ais proess events as a stak

with a simple CDM time �lter applied; the program an equally well aept a simple single aspet

�le, and no speial handling is required to distinguish the two ases.
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Figure 4: Coneptual struture of the CDM

6 The CDM virtual �le syntax

The full virtual �le syntax, whih de�nes a single Blok objet, is

dataset_name[blok_name℄[filter-md℄[ols-md℄[bin-md℄[opt-md℄[rename-md℄

The blok name allows the user to selet an individual blok within a data�le; if omitted, the

library attempts to guess whih blok is the one with the main data in it. The �lter ommand

selets a subset of rows within a table or pixels within an image. The ols ommand selets a subset

of olumns within an image, possibly renaming some of them. The bin ommand rebins an image,

or reates an image by binning up spei�ed olumns of a table. The opt ommand allows the user

to tweak internal parameters of the library. The rename ommand allows the virtual output blok

to be given a di�erent name from the underlying blok. Full details of the syntax are available on

the CIAO web page.

7 Enhanements for the NVO Era

The National Virtual Observatory (NVO)

13

will require higher level toolkits for making multiwave-

band analysis easier. The CDM tools will work at an elementary level on datasets from other

wavebands (we have tested simple image and oordinate operations on data from ISO and HST)
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but deeper analysis is required to make tools whih are well tuned to NVO appliations. Higher level

objets (spetral time series, sets of images) have di�erent �le designs for di�erent disiplines. A

wavelength alibration may be stored in a header (optial, IRAF), a separate �le (HST), or another

table olumn (Chandra gratings). The user should not be required to know these details to aess

the information, whih implies a way of reating software mappings between the siene onept

(spetrum with alibration) and the �le implementation. The CDM approah, in whih analysis is

already separated from the �le details, is well suited to support suh apabilities.
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